Introduction
============

*Moraxella catarrhalis* is a human-restricted opportunistic respiratory tract pathogen within the pseudomonadales order of the gammaproteobacteria ([www.metalife.com](http://www.metalife.com)). This Gram-negative bacterium frequently colonizes the upper respiratory tract of young children, with two-thirds being colonized in their first year of life ([@evw039-B27]). Although asymptomatic colonization is common, *M. catarrhalis* is an important etiological agent of upper respiratory tract infections in children; it is the third major cause of otitis media after *Streptococcus pneumoniae* and *Haemophilus influenzae* ([@evw039-B59]; [@evw039-B2]; [@evw039-B23]; [@evw039-B70]; [@evw039-B48])*.* Furthermore, it is the second most common cause of infectious exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, accounting for ∼10% (2--4 million) of exacerbations annually in the United States ([@evw039-B27]; [@evw039-B47]). In rare instances it has been associated with bacteremia and septic arthritis ([@evw039-B45]). The vast majority of *M. catarrhalis* strains are penicillin resistant ([@evw039-B36]) and can form biofilms ([@evw039-B32]; [@evw039-B50]) which together makes them highly recalcitrant to standard antibiotic treatment ([@evw039-B12]; [@evw039-B55]).

Several molecular phylogenetic-typing methods, including restriction fragment length polymorphism analyses and multilocus sequence typing (MLST), have suggested that the *M. catarrhalis* species is composed of two main lineages ([@evw039-B8]; [@evw039-B57]; [@evw039-B74]), but that divergent strains with limited homology also exist ([@evw039-B74]). The first described phylogenetic lineage, often referred to as the seroresistant (SR) lineage, contains 16S ribotype (RB) 1 strains and displays a more pathogenic profile as the vast majority of its members are complement resistant and adhere efficiently to respiratory epithelial cells ([@evw039-B20], [@evw039-B22]). The other lineage, also known as the serosensitive (SS) lineage, consists of strains with RB2 and RB3, and mainly harbors *M. catarrhalis* isolates that are sensitive to complement-mediated killing and show less efficient adherence to respiratory epithelial cells ([@evw039-B8]; [@evw039-B57]; [@evw039-B74]). Importantly, the two lineages differ significantly in their association with disease, with 51% of isolates from the SR lineage isolated from diseased individuals, while only 15% of the SS isolates were from diseased individuals ([@evw039-B72]). Wirth et al. also demonstrated using MLST that the SS lineage is genetically more diverse than the SR lineage, and may represent remnants of an ancestral *M. catarrhalis* population. Their phylogenetic analysis indicated that the two lineages were genetically separated for an extended period. Additionally, they concluded that the genetic variation in the SS lineage appeared to be mainly the result of point mutation events, whereas SR lineage displayed increased mosaicism due to homologous recombination ([@evw039-B74]).

Comparative whole-genome analyses of a collection of 12 clinically diverse SR isolates, each of different MLST, showed only limited genetic diversity ([@evw039-B21]; [@evw039-B18]; [@evw039-B77]) as compared with other nasopharyngeal pathogens including *H. influenzae* and *S. pneumoniae* ([@evw039-B62], [@evw039-B63]; [@evw039-B35]; [@evw039-B37]; [@evw039-B24]; [@evw039-B7]). In this study, we examined the evolution of the *M. catarrhalis* species through whole genome sequencing (WGS) of members of the SS lineage and a divergent lineage ([@evw039-B74]) and compared these results with those obtained for the SR lineage strains ([@evw039-B18]).

Materials and Methods
=====================

*Moraxella catarrhalis* Strains and Growth Conditions
-----------------------------------------------------

The *M. catarrhalis* SS lineage isolates and the highly divergent strains sequenced for this study ([@evw039-B8]; [@evw039-B74]; [@evw039-B34]; [@evw039-B65]) and the previously sequenced SR lineage isolates ([@evw039-B21]; [@evw039-B18]; [@evw039-B77]) are listed in [table 1](#evw039-T1){ref-type="table"}. *Moraxella catarrhalis* strains were routinely cultured on brain heart infusion (BHI) agar plates at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2, or in BHI broth at 37 °C in an atmosphere containing 5% CO~2~ with agitation (200--250 rpm). All strains including the divergent strains ([@evw039-B69]) were originally identified at the time of their isolation or characterization as Gram-negative diplococci, DNAse positive, oxidase positive, 4-methylumbelliferyl butyrate ([@evw039-B68]) positive, and glucose negative. For DNA isolations, strains were cultured until early exponential phase growth (OD~620nm~ \[optical density\] of 0.2--0.4); chromosomal DNA was isolated using Genomic-tip 20/G columns (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) according to manufacturer's instructions or as described ([@evw039-B44]). Table 1*Moraxella catarrhalis* Serosensitive and Seroresistant Lineage Isolates: Strain and Molecular-Typing DataStrainSourceLocationReference(s)Accession No.LineageRibo TypeMLST Type*abcZadkefpfumCglyRSmutYppatrpE*β-LactamaseLOS TypeA9NAAfrica[@evw039-B8]SAMN04122787SeroS2New38419new64newnew1NoneCC031Nose, OM, childNetherlands[@evw039-B65])SAMN04122788SeroS2ST111111111*bro-1*AC10Sputum, COPD patient, adultNetherlandsThis studySAMN04122789SeroS2NP-ST111081211new111NoneAF18Sputum, LRT infectionNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122790SeroS3ST17045371556049412*bro-1*AF20Sputum, LRT infectionNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122791SeroS2ST21910101121111106NoneAF21Sputum, LRT infectionNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122792SeroS2ST452021141912231910*bro-1*AF23Sputum, LRT infectionNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122793SeroS2ST4621471225242011*bro-1*AF24Sputum, LRT infectionNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122795SeroS3ST1693842755925401*bro-1*AN1Nose, childNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122796SeroS2ST37191513172320183NoneAN12Nose, childNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122797SeroS2ST221541151616153NoneAN15Nose, childNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122798SeroS3ST2316151151217169*bro-1*AN19Nose, childNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122799SeroS2\*New301111new11NoneAN4Nose, childNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122800SeroS3ST2316151151217169*bro-1*AN6Nose, childNetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122801SeroS2ST111111111NoneAR4NANetherlands[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122802SeroS3ST482341552625412*bro-1*AZ18Pharynx, laryngitis, adultSweden[@evw039-B8])SAMN04122845SeroS2ST521541152816221NoneAMx1SputumUnited KingdomThis studySAMN04122860SeroS3New45new1556049412*bro-1*AS11NasopharynxSwedenThis studySAMN04122862SeroS2New2341115new24newnew*bro-2*ABBH18Sputum, COPD exacerbationDenmark[@evw039-B21])CP002005SeroR11288302732332*bro-2*B7169Middle ear, OME, childUnited States[@evw039-B18])AERC00000000SeroR182318343932*bro-1*B103P14B1COPD exacerbation, adultUnited States[@evw039-B18])AERE00000000SeroR118782623222412*bro-1*A12P80B1COPD exacerbation, adultUnited States[@evw039-B18])AERG00000000SeroR11855025123375232*bro-2*C46P47B1COPD exacerbation, adultUnited States[@evw039-B18])AERF00000000SeroR118632027621582NoneBO35EOME, childUnited States[@evw039-B18])AERL00000000SeroR11462624572282*bro-1*ABC1Tracheal aspirate, bronchiolitis, childUnited States[@evw039-B18])AERH00000000SeroR12162518346932*bro-1*ABC7Middle ear, OME, childUnited States[@evw039-B18])AERI00000000SeroR121781812329332*bro-1*ABC8Sinus wash, sinnusitis, childUnited States[@evw039-B18])AERJ00000000SeroR11622212720632*bro-1*CC072Middle ear fluid, OME, childNetherlands[@evw039-B18])AERK00000000SeroR119988232392*bro-1*A101P30B1COPD exacerbation, adultUnited States[@evw039-B18])AEPC00000000SeroR12188262323252*bro-1*ARH4BloodDenmark[@evw039-B77])AMSO00000000SeroRNDNewnew63220932*bro-1*A43617Transtracheal aspirate, chronic bronchitis, coal minerBelgium[@evw039-B73])AX067426SeroR125333418332*bro-2*BZ7574NAUnited States[@evw039-B74]SAMN04122865DivNA1273729212651423215NANTZ7547NAEthiopia[@evw039-B74]SAMN04122866DivNA1163329192245383014NANTZ7542NAEthiopia[@evw039-B74]SAMN04122867DivNA1163329192245383014NANTZ7546NAEthiopia[@evw039-B74]SAMN04122868DivNA1163329192245383014NANT[^4]

Genome Sequencing Assembly and Annotation
-----------------------------------------

WGS was performed for 15 SS strains as described ([@evw039-B35]; [@evw039-B37]; [@evw039-B24]; [@evw039-B7]; [@evw039-B18]; [@evw039-B1]) using a 454 LifeSciences FLX+ genome sequencer (Roche, Branford, CT) with Titanium chemistry. Two additional SS strains were sequenced using Illumina HiSeq and one SS strain was sequenced on a Pacific Biosciences RSII system using SMRT C1 chemistry according to the manufacturer's instructions (Menlo Park, CA). The four divergent strains identified by [@evw039-B74] were sequenced with an Illumina MiSeq (Illumina, San Diego, CA). Following sequencing, the number of reads, the average read lengths, the depth of coverage, the GC content, and the number of contigs for each strain was determined. Sequencing with the 454 and Pacific Biosciences RS systems was conducted at the Center for Genomic Sciences (CGS) at the Allegheny-Singer Research Institute. As previously described ([@evw039-B18]; [@evw039-B1]), the 454 raw sequence reads for each strain were assembled into contigs using the Roche/454 Life Sciences' GS de novo Newbler assembler (version 2.0.00.20) using the default parameters except for minimum overlap identity which was adjusted to obtain the fewest contigs. For all 454-based assemblies, we called single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) against the self-assembly. The C10 strain, sequenced on the RS II system, was assembled using the Celera WGS-assembler ([@evw039-B49]). Illumina-sequenced strains were assembled with either Newbler (v2.6) or Ray (v2.3.1). The final genome assemblies have been deposited in GenBank, and the corresponding accession numbers are provided in [table 1](#evw039-T1){ref-type="table"}. The assembled genomes were submitted to RAST (Rapid Annotation using Subsystems Technology; <http:///RAST.nmpdr.org>) for automated annotation ([@evw039-B3]). Specific gene functions were inferred to be present in a genome if any region of that genome was inferred to be homologous to a region in another genome (see below) with the annotated function ([@evw039-B37]).

Gene Clustering and Comparative Genome Analyses
-----------------------------------------------

The CGS comparative genomics pipeline ([@evw039-B35]; [@evw039-B37]; [@evw039-B24]; [@evw039-B7]; [@evw039-B18]; [@evw039-B1]) was used to take the RAST-derived annotated coding sequences and perform gene cluster analyses. Briefly, gene annotation sequences from every strain were collated into two multi-fasta files, both as nucleic acid (NA), and amino acid (AA) sequences. All-against-all alignments between NA and AA were done with the program tfasty in the Fasta v3.6 package ([@evw039-B54]). In addition, to capture instances where the nucleotide sequence of a gene exists in a genome, but was not annotated by RAST, the nucleotide sequences are also aligned against the genome contigs with the fasta program. A gene was defined as being a member of a cluster if it had a Fasta alignment with a percent identity of at least 70% the length of the shorter sequence to at least one other gene/sequence (annotated/unannotated) in the cluster (single-linkage) ([@evw039-B37]). The gene clusters were then binned as either core or distributed based on their possession profiles. Interstrain comparisons were then performed for all 595 (\[34 × 35\]/2) possible strain pairs with regard to the number of gene possession similarities and differences. This results in a set of gene clusters, each of which is either present or absent in each genome, and may have multiple representatives from a given genome; clusters represented in all genomes are designated "core" and those remaining are designated "distributed."

Whole-genome alignments of all 35 *M. catarrhalis* genomes (13 SR, 18 SS, and 4 divergent *M. catarrhalis* isolates), as well as an *Moraxella macacae* genome used as a phylogenetic outgroup were performed using default parameters in Mauve v2.3.1 ([@evw039-B17]). We also performed analyses of the SR and SS lineages using the divergent *M. catarrhalis* strains as an outgroup. For each genome, its locally collinear blocks (LCBs), as identified by Mauve, were concatenated together and referred to as the "concatenated core" sequence, which is independent of gene annotations. These sequences were aligned with Mafft v7.127b with default "fast" parameters. A network was inferred by importing the alignment directly into SplitsTree4 ([@evw039-B38]), which automatically calculates the network. Additionally, this alignment was also used as input to the program RAxML v8.0.20 ([@evw039-B64]) wherein the GTGRAMMA model was used and one thousand bootstraps were performed to measure tree branching consistency as follows: raxlHPC-PTHREADS-SSE3 --f a --s input.fasta --n boot --m GTRGAMMA --d 1234 --x 1234 -\#1000 --T 16 --n T20 --o output

Genomic Recombination Analyses
------------------------------

*Moraxella catarrhalis* is a naturally competent species. Although it is possible to explain reticulation within the phylogenetic networks as indicative of recombination events ([@evw039-B38]), we also explored an additional analysis to provide more rigorous evidence of horizontal gene transfer (HGT). To investigate the number of regions within these genomes potentially undergoing HGT, the recently published orderedPainting method ([@evw039-B75]) was used. This method infers "hotspot" regions from a multiple genome alignment by examining SNPs. All SNPs containing no gap or ambiguous characters were extracted from the concatenated core genome alignment (as described above) by a custom Ruby script and analyzed on our cluster using the orderedPainting software. From these data, we identified the recombination hotspots from which we built phyml trees. First, we used JmodelTest V 2.1.6 to calculate likelihood using all 88 possible different DNA model combinations. Using the AIC criteria, the best scoring model was found to be GTR + I + G. Phyml version 20120412 was then used to calculate the maximum-likelihood tree using the command line generated by the jModelTest program: pyml --i/align.phy --d nt --n 1 --b 0 --run_id GTR + I+G --m 012345 --f m --v e --c 4 --a e --no_memory_check --o tlr --s NNI

Strain Groupings
----------------

The allelic and gene possession neighbor grouping networks were calculated from distance matrices as described ([@evw039-B31]). Briefly, allelic pairwise distance was calculated as one minus the average percent identity of all aligned core genes, and the gene possession pairwise distance was calculated as one minus the total number of distributed genes either both present or both absent in each genome, divided by the total number of distributed genes in the supragenome. Networks were generated for these analyses in SplitsTree4 by importing the distance matrices which automatically computed the network image ([@evw039-B38]).

Supragenome Modeling
--------------------

Modeling of the lineage-specific and whole species supragenomes was performed as described using the modified Finite Supragenome Model (FSGM; [@evw039-B37]; [@evw039-B7]).

Age Inference Modeling
----------------------

We used BEAST v1.75, a Bayesian-based model utilizing Markov chain Monte Carlo methods to calculate the age of evolutionary divergence between the SR and SS *M. catarrhalis* lineages ([@evw039-B25]). We used the concatenated core sequence alignment of *M. macacae* and *M. catarrhalis* as input and the generally accepted date of 23.5 Ma for the cercopithoid-hominoid split as the Bayesian prior for the date of the split at the tree root ([@evw039-B56]) as we reasoned that the independent evolution of these two species would have tracked with the divergence of their host ancestors. A strict fixed clock model was required for age estimates, and the general time reversible (GTR) model was used, as from the limited models available in BEAST, it had the lowest AIC/BIC (Akaike information criterion/Bayesian information criterion) score as calculated from the alignment in the program Topali v2.5.

Phenotype--Genotype Association Mapping
---------------------------------------

The web-based tool PhenoLink ([@evw039-B5]) was used to link observed serum resistance/sensitivity and adherence phenotypes to genome content. To this end, strains were divided into two classes for each examined phenotype as follows: Serum resistant (\>10% survival) versus serum sensitive (\<10% survival); intermediate to high adherent (\>20%) versus low adherent (\<20%). Subsequent association analyses were performed using default parameter settings.

In Silico Phylogenetic Analysis
-------------------------------

The 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) type for the SS and SR strains was determined according to [@evw039-B8]. Allelic sequences of the eight MLST genes were analyzed via <http://mlst.warwick.ac.uk/mlst/dbs/Mcatarrhalis> as detailed ([@evw039-B74]). Lipooligosaccharide (LOS) serotyping was done according to [@evw039-B26], and typing of the beta-lactamase *bro* gene was performed according to [@evw039-B10]. An attempt was made to deposit the MLST data, but the curator informed us the site is down for reconfiguration.

Serum Resistance Assay
----------------------

*Moraxella catarrhalis* isolates were cultured to mid-log phase (OD~620nm~ ∼ 1.0). Cultures were washed in four volumes of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) supplemented with 0.15% gelatin (PBS-G) and resuspended in five volumes PBS-G supplemented with 1 mM CaCl~2~ and 0.2 mM MgCl~2~ (PBS-G Mg^2+^Ca^2+^). Resuspended bacterial cultures were mixed with an equal volume of 80% pooled normal human serum (NHS) (GTI diagnostics) diluted in PBS-G Mg^2+^Ca^2+^or NHS that was heat inactivated for 30 min at 56 °C (NHS-HI). Colony-forming units (CFUs) were determined at 0 and 60 min postincubation by plating 10-fold serial dilutions on BHI plates. The survival percentage was calculated relative to NHS-HI (*n* ≥ 3) and statistical significance was determined using a Mann--Whitney test in GraphPad Prism 5.0.

Adhesion to Respiratory Tract Epithelial Cells
----------------------------------------------

Adhesion of *M. catarrhalis* strains to the human pharyngeal epithelial cell line Detroit 562 (ATCC CCL-138) and the type II alveolar epithelial cell line A549 (ATCC CCL-185) was performed as detailed in [@evw039-B19]. Briefly, cells were seeded in 24-well plates at 2 × 10^5^ Detroit 562 cells/well 2 days prior to the experiment (at 24 h the medium was refreshed), or 4 × 10^5^ A549 cells/well 1 day prior to the experiment. For both cell lines, monolayers of approximately 1 × 10^6^ cells/well were used for adherence assays. *Moraxella catarrhalis* isolates were cultured to mid-log phase (OD~620nm~ ∼ 1.0) and stored in the presence of 20% glycerol at −80 °C. Cells were washed twice with PBS before the bacteria were allowed to adhere to the epithelial cells (multiplicity of infection, 10:1) for a 1 h period in infection medium (DMEM-GlutaMAX™-I with 1% fetal calf serum). Thereafter, cells were washed three times with PBS to remove nonadherent bacteria. After detachment and lysis of the epithelial cells through addition of 1% saponin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) in PBS-G, CFUs were enumerated by plating 10-fold serial dilutions on BHI plates. The percentage adherence (*n* ≥ 4) was calculated as the percentage of the inoculum that bound to epithelial cells. Statistical significance was determined using a Mann--Whitney test in GraphPad Prism 5.0.

Results
=======

Whole-Genome Sequencing of *Moraxella catarrhalis* Strains
----------------------------------------------------------

Previous gene-based phylogenetic studies have suggested that the *M. catarrhalis* species contains at least two distinct groups, with the SR lineage strains forming a unique clade separate from the larger SS grouping(s). Phenotypically, the SR and SS lineages have been shown to differ in their capacity to withstand the action of the human complement system and to adhere to host epithelial cell lines ([@evw039-B8]; [@evw039-B57]; [@evw039-B74]; [@evw039-B72]). In this study, using WGS and comparative genome analytics, we endeavored to determine the total clade structure of *M. catarrhalis* and any ancestral relationships among the various subpopulations identified. Previously, work by [@evw039-B18]) described the sequencing and comparative genomic analyses of 12 SR lineage strains, all of 16S ribotype 1 (RB1), which were selected on the basis of their divergent clinical and geographic sites of isolation. To gain further insight into the overall genetic diversity of the *M. catarrhalis* species as a whole, in this study 18 SS lineage strains, one additional SR lineage strain, and four divergent strains (which by MLST typing did not cluster with either the SR or SS lineages; [@evw039-B74]) were subjected to whole-genome sequence analysis ([table 1](#evw039-T1){ref-type="table"}). The SS isolates were selected based on their genetic diversity, as determined both by 16S ribotypes {RB2 (*n* = 12) and RB3 (*n* = 6)} and MLST data ([@evw039-B8]; [@evw039-B57]; [@evw039-B74]), as well as for their clinical sites of recovery, which represented diverse niches from both diseased and healthy hosts. The sequencing platforms, assembly softwares, levels of coverage, numbers of contigs, genome size, and GC content for all 35 *M. catarrhalis* strains are presented in summary form ([table 2](#evw039-T2){ref-type="table"}). Table 2Genome Characteristics of 35 *Moraxella catarrhalis* StrainsStrainBnumSize (MB)CoverageContigsN50% GCSequencing MethodAssembly SoftwareSerosensitive lineage strains    A9B7431.9127.42422079541.70454Newbler v. 2.6    C031B6201.9531.94712296141.50454Newbler v. 2.6    C10B6211.9828.69^ƭ^41259141.40PacBio C1Celera v. 7.0    F18B7441.9524.32613159141.70454Newbler v. 2.6    F20B7451.9524.4618975941.60454Newbler v. 2.6    F21B6181.9515.75210672241.50454Newbler v. 2.6    F23B7461.9720.55612558841.50454Newbler v. 2.6    F24B7471.9418.94018270241.70454Newbler v. 2.6    N1B7481.8834.12223137541.60454Newbler v. 2.6    N12B6171.8936.12619590841.60454Newbler v. 2.6    N15B6221.93264519044141.40454Newbler v. 2.6    N19B7491.9417.2718032441.50454Newbler v. 2.6    N4B6151.9438.44618673941.40454Newbler v. 2.6    N6B6161.9525.24019020641.50454Newbler v. 2.6    R4B6191.9521.34115384441.60454Newbler v. 2.6    Z18B7501.8817.33012643441.60454Newbler v. 2.6    MX12121.9449.71891679641.70Illumina HiSeqNewbler v. 2.6    S112131.88505.51203053141.50Illumina HiSeqNewbler v. 2.6Serosensitive lineage averages1.9341.56Seroresistant lineage strains    BBH18BBH181.86701Na41.70454, IluminiaNewbler v. 2.6    716971691.9182.33517688441.70454Newbler v. 2.3    103P14B1103P14B11.9633.4997490341.50454Newbler v. 2.0.01.14    12P80B112P80B11.8123.3537365841.70454Newbler v. 2.0.01.14    46P47B146P47B11.8520.6695350841.60454Newbler v. 2.0.01.14    O35EB5831.8656.94210465841.70454Newbler v. 2.3    BC1B4961.9540.34314358741.40454Newbler v. 2.0.01.14    BC7B5021.928.73715259041.50454Newbler v. 2.0.01.14    BC8B5031.9143.83217387041.60454Newbler v. 2.0.01.14    C072B5071.95372515383241.40454Newbler v. 2.0.01.14    101P30B1B5081.8633.22621559941.70454Newbler v. 2.0.01.14    RH4RH41.84200928483641.60IlluminaAssembler v. 2.0.0    43617436171.91NP\*418904741.70NP\*NP\*Seroresistant lineage averages1.8941.60*Moraxella catarrhalis* averages1.9141.60Divergent strains    Z7574XATCC232462.2353.12611676343.60Illumina MiSeqRay (v2.3.1)    Z7547FECCUG181982.1713.3468786243.67Illumina MiSeqRay (v2.3.1)    Z7542FECCUG181812.1335.93316247243.69Illumina MiSeqRay (v2.3.1)    Z7546FECCUG181952.123.41963143343.69Illumina MiSeqRay (v2.3.1)Divergent strains2.1643.66*Moraxella macacae*2.08139.00454/PacBio/IlluminaRay (20)[^5]

The strain-specific genomic data were then analyzed comparatively to obtain average measures of diversity within and among the three groups of strains. This was accomplished by computing the average and range of both the percent GC base content and genome size ([table 2](#evw039-T2){ref-type="table"}), as well as determining the average nucleotide identity (ANI) ([@evw039-B40]) and tetranucleotide identity ([@evw039-B60]) using both BLAST and MUMmer algorithms. Between the SS and SR clades, the average ANI among all possible strain pairs was 95.78% with a range of 95.6--95.91% ([supplementary tables S1 and S2](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw039/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material online](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw039/-/DC1)), and the average tetranucleotide identity was 99.92%, with a range 99.76--99.96%. In contrast, comparing all of the SS and SR strains collectively against the four divergent strains shows an average ANI of only 89.04% with a range of 87.98--89.68%, with an average tetranucleotide identity of 95.57% and a range of 95.29--95.83%. Similarly, comparing the WGS data among all strains showed that SR and SS lineages collectively span a percent GC spectrum of only 41.4--41.7%, while the four divergent strains have their own highly distinct GC content ranging very narrowly from 43.6% to 43.69% ([table 2](#evw039-T2){ref-type="table"}). With regard to genome sizes, the SR lineage displays a significantly smaller average genome size than the SS lineage, 1.89 versus 1.93 Mb (*P* = 0.0275, Mann--Whitney test), with both the RB2 and RB3 ribotypes within the SS lineage displaying essentially identical genome size averages. The range in genome sizes within each of the lineages is ∼100 kb. In contrast, the divergent strains have a mean genome size of 2.16 Mb (again with a range of ∼100 kb), making them 13% larger on average than the combined SS and SR strain set, and even larger than the *M. macacae* genome of 2.08 Mb. *Moraxella macacae* ([@evw039-B42]), which we used as an outgroup for the phylogenetic tree, differed from the SS, SR, and divergent groups with an average ANI of 69.83% with a range of 69.00--70.31% while its genome had a third unique GC content of 39%. A MAUVE alignment of all 31 SS and SR strains and the *M. macacae* genome revealed that the overall genome structure across the genus is reasonably conserved ([supplementary fig. S1](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw039/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material online](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw039/-/DC1)). There is, however, as discussed below, evidence of frequent HGT and moderate scale inversions, insertions, and deletions among all SS and SR strains.

We then calculated empirical values for the *M. catarrhalis* lineage-specific core genomes, distributed genomes, and supra(pan)genomes, as well as the species-wide values (both including and excluding the divergent strains; [table 3](#evw039-T3){ref-type="table"} and [fig. 1](#evw039-F1){ref-type="fig"}). Adding the four divergent strains to the combined core of the SS and SR lineages significantly reduced the size of the core genome from 2,318 to 2,041 genes, a \>10% decrease. The observed supragenomes for the individual SR and SS lineages contained 3,240 and 3,524 genes, respectively, whereas the combined supragenome for these two lineages contained 3,854 genes. A massive increase in supragenome size to 5,684 genes was observed when the 4 divergent strains were included in the analysis. The number of distributed genes increased by 2,107 (from 1,536 to 3,643) with the addition of just four divergent strains to the combined SR/SS lineage supragenome. Interestingly, the vast majority of this increase (1,905 genes) occurred with the addition of the first divergent strain which resulted in more than doubling the total number of distributed genes in the supragenome with the addition of the next three divergent genomes only adding an additional 202 distributed genes. Collectively, these data are supportive of the divergent strains being *sui generis.* F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.---*Moraxella catarrhalis* lineage and species supragenome, core genome, and distributed genome plots. *Y*-axis = number of gene clusters; *x*-axis shows the name of each strain added to the analysis. (*A* and *B*) SR and SS lineages respectively: The blue line and diamonds show the size of the supragenome as each individual strain's genome is added; the red line and squares show the size of the core genome as each strain is added; and the green line and triangles show the increase in the size of the distributed genome as each strain is added. (*C*) Species level plots of the supragenome, core genome, and distributed genome as individual strains are added to the analysis. The seroresistant strains were added first (strains 1--13), then the serosensitive strains (strains 14--31), and finally the divergent strains (strains 32--25). Note the distinct increase in the size of the supragenome associated with the addition of the first several serosensitive lineage strains indicative of their larger distributed genome with respect to the SR lineage. In contrast, the core genome is largely unaffected by the addition of the SS lineage strains. Also note the extraordinary increases in the sizes of the supra- and distributed genomes when the divergent strains are added, and the large decrease in the size of the core genome. Table 3Size of the Core and Supragenomes Based on Strain Number for the three individual *Moraxella catarrhalis* Lineages and the Combined LineagesNumber of Genes/Genome TypeStrain_addedCoreDistributedLineage SupraSpecies SupraSeroresistant lineage strains    103P14B12868028682868    12P80B1265426629202920    43617261638830043004    46P47B1258047330533053    7169257548830633063    B496257452330973097    B502256962531943194    B503256464432083208    B507256365832213221    B508256265932213221    B583254867532233223    RH4254569032353235    **BBH18254169932403240**Serosensitive lineage strains    B6152901029013457    B616273733830753550    B617263452331573586    B618261559032053615    B619260371733203714    B620259972533243718    B621259575333483729    B622259575333483729    B743258481233963757    B744257784734243767    B745257286534373780    B746256988334523791    B747256589834633801    B748256095235123845    B749255196335143845    B750255096435143845    MX12509100535143845    **S112464106035243854**    **SR/SS23181536NA3854**Divergent strains    Z75424106041065518    Z7546393816842745518    Z7547378017942845518    **Z7574**3632**180**4285**5684**    **SS/SR/Divergent**2041**3643**NA**5684**[^6]

These gene content data were then used as inputs into the revised FSGM ([@evw039-B37]; [@evw039-B7]) to model the total diversity present in each of the SR and SS lineages, the two lineages combined, and the species as a whole including the divergent strains. To compare similar numbers of strains for each of these groupings, we made predictions based on 50 strains ([supplementary table S3](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw039/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material online](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw039/-/DC1)). For the SR and SS lineages, the FSGM predicts that the lineage-specific supragenomes are greater than 90% complete following the addition of 13 and 11 genomes, respectively, and the species-level (excluding the divergent strains) supragenome is 90% complete following the addition of 12 genomes. The FSGM, based on the actual number of genomes sequenced (*N*'s = 13, 18, and 31, for the SR, SS, and species as a whole, respectively), gave supragenome size predictions of 3,240, 3,524, and 3,854 genes which are identical to the observed values. The only substantive difference between the empiric and predicted supragenome sizes was when the divergent strains were added to the combined SS and SR strain lineages, the FSGM predicted 5,373, but the observed was 5,684 indicating that the model is likely underpowered with input from only 4 divergent strains. Combined these data strongly suggest that we have essentially captured the entire supragenome(s) of the species and its component SS and SR lineages, with the probable exception of distributed genes within the divergent group.

We next performed exhaustive pairwise comparisons in which each of the 35 SS, SR, and divergent strains' gene content was compared against every other strains' gene content, resulting in a total of 595 such two-way gene by gene comparisons ([supplementary table S4](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw039/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material online](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw039/-/DC1)). As expected, the mean gene possession difference values and standard deviations were least within the SR ($¯x$ = 232 ± 55) and SS ($¯x$ = 322 ± 87) clades, with the SR clade showing less divergence than the SS clade. When the two clades are combined, there was a substantial increase in diversity ($¯x$ = 413 ± 40); but the diversity reached its zenith with the addition of the divergent strains ($¯x$ = 821 ± 809) ([table 4](#evw039-T4){ref-type="table"}). This trend of increasing diversity is also reflected in the standard deviation values for the gene similarity metrics. Table 4Pairwise Genomic Comparison Statistics among *Moraxella catarrhalis* StrainsMeasuresSRSSSR and SSSR, SS, and DivSimilarityMin2,5952,6812,4842,254Max2,7562,8972,8974,279Average2,6682,7542,6372,591Standard deviation355282203DifferenceMin107444Max3514456712,531Average232322413821Standard deviation5587140809ComparisonMin2,2982,1851,866−222Max2,6112,8932,8934,273Average2,4362,4022,2241,770Standard deviation68141211954PairUniqueMin0000Max25162525Average1\<1\<10.17Standard deviation31.41.51.35[^7]

Analyses of the various distributed gene frequency classes of the combined SR and SS supragenome revealed small, but easily identifiable, increases in the number of distributed genes that are present in 13 and 18 genomes, relative to the number of distributed genes in the other (n ≠ 13; n ≠ 18) intermediate gene frequency classes. These findings correspond with the exact numbers of SR and SS strains in the analysis, and are indicative of the small numbers of genes that are exclusively core to each of these lineages ([fig. 2*A*](#evw039-F2){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, a gene-by-gene analysis using our standard clustering criteria (70% homology over 70% of the alignment) ([@evw039-B37]) showed that in spite of the high degree of similarity between the SR and SS core genomes, there are 33 SR core-specific genes that are not found in any of the SS strains ([table 5](#evw039-T5){ref-type="table"}). Conversely, there are 49 SS lineage core genes that are not found in any of the SR strains. A similar analysis demonstrated a large peak at the gene cluster class size of four when the divergent strains were included in the analysis, indicating that the four divergent strains harbor a unique set of core genes that are not present in the SR and SS lineages ([fig. 2*B*](#evw039-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Annotations for all *M. catarrhalis* genes for all of the sequenced strains are available in GenBank ([table 1](#evw039-T1){ref-type="table"}). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.---Number and distribution of gene clusters as a function of frequency within the species, and as the percent similarity requirement increases. *x*-axis = number of genomes containing a given gene cluster; *y*-axis = number of gene clusters; *z*-axis = percent identity to be grouped in a cluster. (*A*) Analysis of the combined SR and SS lineages. Note the small increases in the gene frequency classes at 13 and 18 which correspond to the numbers of SR and SS strains analyzed; these represent genes which are uniquely core to each lineage; (*B*) analysis of the combined SR, SS, and divergent lineages. Note the very large increase in the gene frequency class at four genomes corresponding to number of divergent strains in the analysis; this spike represents genes that are core to the divergent lineage which are not present in either the SR or SS lineages. Table 5Seroresistant Lineage Core Genes Not Present among the Serosensitive Lineage StrainsBBH18_GenesBBH18_annotationsMCR_0971Hypothetical proteinMCR_0970Hypothetical proteinMCR_0969Hypothetical proteinMCR_0968Hypothetical proteinMCR_0646IS200 family transposaseMCR_0640CRISPR-associated protein NE0113 (Cas_NE0113); family proteinMCR_0623Acid phosphatase autotransporterMCR_0619Hypothetical proteinMCR_1427Hypothetical proteinMCR_0008Glycerophosphoryl diester phosphodiesteraseMCR_1871Putative membrane proteinMCR_1721HAD-superfamily subfamily IB hydrolaseMCR_1723Polyamine ABC transporter permease proteinMCR_1725Type I phosphodiesterase/nucleotide; pyrophosphataseMCR_1726Extracellular solute-binding protein family 1; proteinMCR_1731Phosphate ABC transporter ATPase subunit PstBMCR_1732Phosphate ABC transporter permease protein PstAMCR_1733Phosphate ABC transporter permease protein PstCMCR_1734Phosphate ABC transporter substrate binding; protein PstSMCR_0920Conserved hypothetical proteinMCR_1199Hypothetical proteinMCR_1722Polyamine ABC transporter ATPase subunitMCR_1724Polyamine ABC transporter permease proteinMCR_1013Hypothetical proteinMCR_1123Conserved hypothetical proteinMCR_0622Hypothetical proteinMCR_0811Hypothetical proteinUnannotated BBH18 GenesAnnotations103P14B1_285Hypothetical protein12P80B1_301Serine protease12P80B1_1567Hypothetical proteinB496_1518Hpothetical proteinB583_283Hypothetical protein[^8]

Phylogeny and Evolution of the *Moraxella Catarrhalis* Species
--------------------------------------------------------------

We performed three different neighbor-net analyses for the 35 strains (SR, SS, and divergent lineages) using the Splitstree4 program ([@evw039-B38]) in which we used as input 1) allelic data for all of the core genes ([fig. 3*A*](#evw039-F3){ref-type="fig"}); 2) gene possession data for all of the distributed genes ([fig. 3*B*](#evw039-F3){ref-type="fig"}); and 3) a multiple sequence alignment of a concatenation of the LCBs (physical core regions irrespective of gene annotations) as defined by a default MAUVE ([@evw039-B17]) alignment of all 31 *M. catarrhalis* genomes ([fig. 3*C*](#evw039-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, we also performed a neighbor-net analysis of the concatenated collinear blocks between all *M. catarrhalis* strains and the *M. macacae* genome (representing an outgroup) ([fig. 3*D*](#evw039-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Each of these independent methods demonstrated a clear separation between the SS and SR lineages, but the two SS ribotypes were randomly distributed within the larger SS clade and did not cluster together. It is also apparent that the four divergent strains cluster together, but that they are vastly more different from both the SS and SR lineages than the SS and SR lineages are from each other. All three comparative measures suggest that the divergent strains are slightly closer to the SS strains than the SR strains, but the total distance to the SS strains is \>90% of the distance to the SR strains. The reticulations (webbing) present within these diagrams are indicative of ambiguous ancestry, but given that *M. catarrhalis* is naturally highly competent and transformable these findings are suggestive of HGT events as they represent alternative phylogenetic branching; however, it is also possible that they represent parallel mutations, or the loss of ancestral copies in one or the other lineages These reticulations are present both within the individual lineages, and are also present between the lineages. Such findings are consistent with interlineage gene flow, but could also indicate parallel mutations or loss of ancestral genes. In particular, it is clear that there is substantial distributed gene flow between the SR and SS lineages, indicating that they are not currently reproductively isolated. The decreased number of reticulations in the concatenated core region tree is a direct result of the selection process for inclusion of regions in the analysis as only regions that are core across all strains were included. The concatenation network in which we included *M. macacae* as an out group showed that it was approximately equidistant from all three lineages. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.---NeighborNet analyses performed using SplitsTree4. Branch length is proportional to the degree of variation between and among strains. Reticulations (webbing) are indicative of HGT as they represent ambiguities with respect to lineal descent. Blue boxes indicate SS strains; red boxes indicate SR strains; and yellow boxes indicate divergent strains. (*A*) Network prepared using core gene allelic data; (*B*) network prepared using presence/absence of distributed gene clusters; (*C*) network prepared using concatenated core sequences independent of annotation; (*D*) network prepared using core sequence alignment shows phylogenetic distance between *Moraxella catarrhalis* and *Moraxella macacae.* The latter was used as outgroup to root the tree and to look for any ancestral relationships within the *M. catarrhalis* species*.* Note that the greatest degree of HGT both within and between lineages is observed with the distributed gene analyses; however, it is also evident that the core genes and regions are exchanged as well.

We then evaluated the various groupings for evidence of diversity generation by determining both the intra- and interlineage levels of HGT, and by determining the extent of allelic diversity as measured by SNPs of core genes within and between each group as a measure of their relative phylogenetic ages. These last two measures were designed to determine if there were different evolutionary mechanisms acting on the two main lineages as has been previously suggested ([@evw039-B74]). These investigators speculated that the SR and SS lineages evolved primarily by different mechanisms ([@evw039-B74]). However, we find no support for this conjecture as it is clear that HGT of distributed genes is just as prevalent among the SS lineage as the SR lineage, and that exchange of different core gene alleles between and among strains of all lineages is also consistent, the only reason that more allelic variation is observed in the SS lineage is due to the age of the lineage.

Next we performed an analysis of the core genes from all of the strains to look for regions across the *M. catarrhalis* chromosome evidencing the highest incidences of HGT using the orderedPainting software ([@evw039-B75]). This tool was specifically designed to perform HGT-based population genomic studies of prokaryotes. Analyzing the genome as a whole it can be can be seen that the rates of recombination vary greatly by locus ([fig. 4*A*](#evw039-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Chromosomal regions with intensity factors greater than 236 are in the top one percentile with respect to recombination rates. Examination of [figure 4*B*](#evw039-F4){ref-type="fig"} shows that the loci experiencing high rates of HGT are not clustered together, but are instead found throughout the genome; however, there are clearly genomic regions that experience highly divergent rates of recombination. The *M. catarrhalis* core locus with the highest recombination rate was identified as an operon containing two amidotransferase subunit genes of unknown specificity. Interestingly, in more than two-thirds of all the SR/SS genomes examined, a ß-lactamase gene (*bro*) ([fig. 5](#evw039-F5){ref-type="fig"}), responsible for penicillin resistance, was inserted between the two amidotransferase genes, A and B. This distributed gene which has two alleles (*bro*1 and *bro*2), either of which were found inserted between the amidotransferase genes of a given strain, was found in all but one of the SR lineage strains, and in slightly more than half of the SS strains; it was not identified in any of the divergent strains. Independent phylogenetic trees were built using phyml from mauve alignments containing the amidotransferase A and *bro* genes, respectively ([fig. 6*A* and *B*](#evw039-F6){ref-type="fig"}). Examination of the amidotransferase A tree establishes that this gene is frequently moving via HGT both within each of the SR and SS clades, but also between the clades as well. We see this gene tree structure, which is very different from a consensus tree for the species as a whole, presumably because of the positive selective pressure produced by acquisition of the adjacent *bro* gene which provides for high-level penicillin resistance. Examination of the data suggests that the SS strains F18 and MX1 acquired their amidotransferase and *bro*1 genes via HGT from an SR strain within/related to the BC7-containing group of SR strains. Similarly, it is likely that the O35E and BC1 SR strains acquired their amidotransferase A and *bro*1 genes via HGT from an SS strain within/related to the F-21/F24 containing group. Within the BC7 group of SR strains there has also been loss of the *bro1* gene (46P46B1) followed by acquisition of the *bro*2 allele in several strains (BBH18, 12P80B1, and 43617). The ß-lactamase gene itself was not evaluated in the orderedPainting analysis because it is a distributed gene, albeit a highly prevalent one. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.---(A) Output from the orderedPainting program showing the number of SNPs on the *y*-axis and the intensity of the recombination signal (evidence of HGT) on the *x*-axis. SNPs in the top percentile had *D_i* values of ≥ 236. (*B*) Graph of the *D_i* values across the *Moraxella catarrhalis* chromosome. The locus with the highest intensity (∼400) corresponded to the aminotransferase A gene. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 5.---Chromosomal locus within the *Moraxella catarrhalis* genome corresponding to the region of greatest recombination frequency among all strains identified by orderedPainting analysis. The gene composition for this locus for each of the sequenced strains (excepting one SR strain, one SS strain, and one divergent where contig breaks occurred in this locus) is listed with the strain designation on the right. The pink arrows refer to the core genes encoding the two amidotransferase subunits; the green arrows indicates the distributed ß-lactamase gene (*bro*) inserted into the SR and SS strains; the orange arrows refer to the genes (no homology to the ß-lactamase gene) inserted between the amidotransferase genes in the divergent strains; and the blue arrows refer to flanking genes outside of the amidotransferase operon. Flanking regions of 5-kb upstream of start codon, and downstream of stop codon of this gene. The scale bar at the top is in kilobases. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 6.---(*A*) Phylogenetic tree built using phyml from a mauve alignment of the amidotransferase subunit A genes. SR strains are shown in red typeface; SS strains are shown in blue typeface; and the divergent strains are shown in yellow typeface. "+" indicates the presence of the ß-lactamase gene in the strain, and "-" indicates a lack of the ß-lactamase gene in the tree. Bro1 and Bro2 following the + after the strain name refers to which of the two ß-lactamase alleles are present in the strain; and (*B*) phylogenetic tree built using phyml from a mauve alignment of the ß-lactamase gene (*bro*); note that there are only two alleles of the *bro* gene distinguished by five-point mutations of which all but one are synonymous. The *bro*2 containing strains are on the left, and the *bro*1 containing strains are on the right. SR strains are shown in red typeface; SS strains are shown in blue typeface.

The independent evolution of the SS and SR lineages into distinct clades with neither appearing to be ancestral to the other raises two questions: When did the split occur that resulted in their isolation, and when were they reunited? Toward this end we attempted to perform an evolutionary divergence analysis with BEAST ([@evw039-B25]); however, due to our having only a single unverifiable calibration point extreme care must be used in interpreting these data. The BEAST results suggest an earlier split between the *M. macacae* and *M. catarrhalis* populations at 37 Ma with an effective sample size (ESS) score of 118, and a split between the SS and SR *M. catarrhalis* clades at 0.265 Ma with an ESS score of 3 after 10 million iterations. It is important to note that an ESS score of less than 100 is considered not significant; however, without intermediate time points (i.e., additional phylogenetic branches within *Moraxella*) it is not possible to further refine this estimate.

Virulence Factor Distribution
-----------------------------

To date, numerous *M. catarrhalis* virulence factors have been described that play a role in immune evasion, cellular adherence, biofilm formation, and survival during iron starvation, which have been reviewed ([@evw039-B19]; [@evw039-B66]). Previous evaluation of virulence factor distribution in 12 SR lineage isolates ([@evw039-B18]) demonstrated that, with a few exceptions, all known virulence factors were present in each SR lineage strain. In this study, we found 33 gene clusters that were core to the SR lineage and missing from all of the SS strains ([table 5](#evw039-T5){ref-type="table"}). None of these gene clusters are obvious virulence factors; however, the majority of these clusters that are unique to the SR lineage either are predicted to encode hypothetical proteins of unknown function or are under-annotated, suggesting that there remains much important biology to be developed to understand the observed phenotypic differences. Within the small group of SR-specific genes, almost all of those that were annotated were associated with phosphate metabolism, including at least ten genes with putative annotations as phosphodiesterases, phosphatases, phosphate permeases, and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) transporters clustered together on the chromosome and likely assembled into one or more tightly linked operons. In addition, there were also a number of orphan phosphatases, phosphodiesterases, and transporter genes associated with phosphate flux

The known virulence factor genes were found also, somewhat surprisingly, to be nearly universally conserved across the panel of sequenced SS strains ([supplementary table S5](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw039/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material online](http://gbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/gbe/evw039/-/DC1)). One of the few exceptions was the gene encoding the Opa-like protein A (*OlpA*) which was absent from strain ATCC 43617, confirming previous findings ([@evw039-B13]). The prevalence of genes encoding the *M. catarrhalis* filamentous hemagglutinin-like proteins (*Mha/Mch*) ([@evw039-B4]; [@evw039-B58]) could not be accurately analyzed due to high sequence similarity and inconsistent assembly of whole-genome sequence data, as previously pointed out ([@evw039-B18]). All of the strains contained the *uspA2/A2H* gene. The *uspA1* gene was detected in all SR isolates and in 16 of the 18 SS isolates, with isolates N4 and N15 being *uspA1* negative, confirming previous PCR-screening results by [@evw039-B10]. These results are comparable with those reported in a publication by [@evw039-B71] who showed that in a panel of 112 *M. catarrhalis* isolates (*n* = 22 SR lineage, *n* = 90 SS lineage based on ribotyping), 97% were *uspA1* PCR positive, and all strains were PCR positive for either *uspA2* or *uspA2H.* In that study, *mid/hag* was only detected by PCR in 80% of isolates, while it was present in 100% of the isolates in our study.

Interestingly, the presence of the β-lactamase gene *bro-1/2* differed between the lineages as out of the 18 sequenced SS strains, 8 did not harbor the β-lactamase gene, in contrast to only two *bro-1/2* negative SR isolates. In silico typing of LOS gene clusters ([@evw039-B26]) demonstrated that most isolates harbor the type A gene cluster (24/31), although the prevalence was higher in the sequenced SS lineage isolates (17/18) than in the SR lineage (7/13), which is in line with previous observations ([@evw039-B72]). The presence of *lgt4*, encoding a predicted N-acetylglucosylamine transferase, is characteristic for LOS type A and C strains ([@evw039-B53]). In our panel of sequenced isolates, an LOS type B gene cluster lacking *lgt4* was only found in four SR lineage isolates and not in any SS lineage isolates. Furthermore, the LOS type C gene cluster was detected in 1 and 2 SS and SR lineage isolates, respectively.

Phenotype--Genotype Association
-------------------------------

To enable phenotype--genotype association analyses for key virulence determinants in *M. catarrhalis*, that is, complement resistance and cellular adherence, the SS and SR strains used in these analyses were subjected to phenotyping with respect to their ability to survive in 40% NHS and adherence to respiratory tract epithelial cells. These studies demonstrated that all but one (ATCC 43617) of the strains previously determined by gene-based studies ([@evw039-B18]) to belong to the SR group were intermediate to highly resistant to NHS, whereas all of the strains previously characterized as SS were highly sensitive to killing by NHS ([fig. 7*A*](#evw039-F7){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, all but two (C072 and 7169) of the SR lineage strains showed efficient adherence to A549 type II alveolar cells and Detroit 562 pharyngeal epithelial cells, whereas all but one (N1) of the SS strains adhered poorly to these human cells types ([fig. 7*B*](#evw039-F7){ref-type="fig"}). All these phenotypic findings were statistically significant. Next we analyzed the association of *M. catarrhalis* virulence phenotypes ([fig. 7*A* and *B*](#evw039-F7){ref-type="fig"}) with genotypes using PhenoLink ([@evw039-B5]). However, given the clear separation of the SR and SS lineages and the ability of the SR stains to resist complement-mediated killing, the value of this analysis was limited, yielding primarily the lineage-specific genes identified above. Moreover, manual comparison of the SR lineage isolates with strain ATCC 43617, the only complement-sensitive SR lineage isolate in our panel, showed that there are no genes that were absent only from the ATCC 43617 genome, suggesting this defect is allelic in nature. Similar observations were made for association with A549 adherence phenotypes, as all SS lineage isolates were found to attach to A549 cells with low efficiency. Comparing the low binding SR isolates (7169 and C072) with the intermediate and/or high binding SR isolates did not reveal any genes that were lacking specifically from these two isolates. Association analyses for the Detroit 562 adherence phenotype showed that two genes (*MCR_1831* and *MCR_1286*, encoding a type I restriction modification DNA specificity protein and a membrane protein-like protein, respectively) were present in the high binding SS isolate N1 and absent from all other SS lineage isolates; however, these genes were also found to be present in the low binding SR lineage isolates 103P14B1, 12P80B1, and BC7. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 7.---Phenotypic characterization of sequenced *Moraxella catarrhalis* strains. (*A*) Survival in 40% NHS. Strains of the SR lineage were intermediate to highly resistant to the action of NHS, except strain ATCC 43617, whereas all strains of the SS lineage were efficiently killed in the presence of active complement. Percentage survival (*n* ≥ 3) in NHS is expressed relative to the survival in NHS-HI. (*B*) Adhesion characteristics of *M. catarrhalis* strains to A549 type II alveolar and Detroit 562 pharyngeal epithelial cells. SS lineage strains showed less efficient binding to both respiratory tract epithelial cell lines as compared with SR lineage isolates, which attached to both cell lines with variable efficiency. Binding of SS lineage isolates was more efficient to pharyngeal epithelial cells than to alveolar epithelial cells. Adherence is expressed relative to the inoculum (*n* ≥ 4). Statistical difference (*A* and *B*) was determined with a Mann--Whitney test with \**P* \< 0.05, \*\**P* \< 0.01, \**P* \< 0.001.

Discussion
==========

The relative overall average pairwise gene possession differences among the SR lineage strains ([@evw039-B18]) is only 232 ± 55, which is substantially less than has been observed for two other supragenomically characterized nasopharyngeal pathogens of similar genomic size---*H. influenzae* (395 ± 4) ([@evw039-B37]) and *S. pneumoniae* (407 ± 91) ([@evw039-B35]). With the inclusion of the SS lineage strains in this study, the species-level pairwise gene possession differences (412 ± 140) very nearly approximate those of the NTHi and pneumococcus. The somewhat larger SD value is attributable to the *M. catarrhalis* species being composed of two distinct lineages such that all cross-lineage pairwise comparisons result in very much higher numbers of differences than do any of the within lineage comparisons.

Moreover, the supragenomes for the SR, SS, and combined SS/SR *M. catarrhalis* groupings based on the FSM predictions are very close in size. This is an indication that there is very little divergence between the two lineages and is highly supportive of a single species model. If we had observed a dramatic decrease in the size of the *M. catarrhalis* SR core genome upon the addition of the SS lineage strains, as was seen with the combining of multiple *Gardnerella vaginalis* clades ([@evw039-B1]), that would have been supportive for a species-level taxonomic split. In spite of the relative similarity between the SR and SS clades, they each possess a small clade-specific core genome. These genes are, respectively, excellent candidates for virulence analyses and suppressors of pathogenicity. It is tempting to hypothesize that the cluster of genes associated with phosphate metabolism ([table 5](#evw039-T5){ref-type="table"}) that are core to the SR lineage may be involved in a nucleotide second messenger system that controls virulence gene expression ([@evw039-B16]). The fact that many traditional virulence genes were highly conserved across the SS and SR lineages indicates that individual gene presence is not predictive of virulence, which suggests that it may be gene combinations, differences in expression, or environmental conditions that in concert control differences with regard to virulence potential. In support of this last hypothesis it has been shown that host factors play a role in determining whether/when given *M. catarrhalis* strains are pathogenic or not as previous studies have shown that under proinflammatory conditions that host tissues upregulate CEACAMS which then provide for better binding by SS strains ([@evw039-B33]; [@evw039-B34]).

The vast majority of *M. catarrhalis* strains that are recovered from respiratory tract infections belong to the SR lineage and it has been noted for the past quarter century that almost all such isolates are penicillin resistant due to the possession of a ß-lactamase gene (*bro*) ([@evw039-B6]; [@evw039-B39]). Using an unbiased screen for identifying core chromosomal sites undergoing high rates of HGT, we identified an amidotransferase operon. Examination of this locus revealed that it is the sole chromosomal site for insertion of the distributed *bro* gene for both the SR and SS lineages. The high rate of recombination at this site combined with the very limited heterogeneity of the *bro* genes, in contrast to the high degree of allelic variability among the adjacent aminotransferase A genes, is supportive of a recent acquisition history for the *bro* gene followed by rapid spread throughout the *M*. *catarrhalis* species confirming earlier findings (Bootsma et al. 1996, 1999, [@evw039-B9]).

In the current analyses, we also included a group (*n* = 4) of highly divergent strains that had previously been characterized as distantly related to *M. catarrhalis* ([@evw039-B74]). The inclusion of these strains essentially doubled the average number of pairwise gene possession differences (821 ± 809) when compared with the SR/SS species-level view. What was also striking about the supragenome comparisons when these divergent strains were added was that we obtained some negative pairwise comparison scores ([table 4](#evw039-T4){ref-type="table"}) which means that some strains shared less than 50% of their genes. In our analyses of the supragenomes of some two dozen bacterial species, the only other time that we obtained negative-value comparison scores was with *Gardnerella vaginalis* ([@evw039-B1]) which turned out to actually be a genus-level classification composed of multiple species.

As with the *Gardnerella* work we now propose that the divergent strains belong in a separate taxonomic grouping. Although the definition of a bacterial species is currently under critical review by the scientific community, our suggestion is supported by multiple types of analyses and metrics that are both broadly employed, and currently viewed as being the current "best estimate" used to define a split between different strains and different species. The currently accepted level of similarity to be included in the same species with regard to nucleotide identity is an ANI of 95--96%, and a corresponding tetranucleotide identity of \>99% ([@evw039-B41]; [@evw039-B29]; [@evw039-B60]; [@evw039-B14]). Using these criteria, these data are supportive of the SR and SS strains belonging to the same species. However, the average pairwise comparisons between SS/SR strains and the divergent strains gave ANI values of 89.01% and tetranucleotide values of 95.57%, both far outside the accepted range for a species.

Similarly, each species has a very narrowly defined percent GC content which always varies by less than 1%, and usually by less than 0.5%, among the component strains. All of the SS and SR lineage strains have GC contents within 0.3% of one another, again supporting their classification as a single species. As with the ANI values, the four divergent strains cluster together very closely among themselves, but their GC content of 43.66% differs by more than 2% from the SR/SS lineages, again clearly indicating that they are *sui generis.* Finally, analysis of the effect on the core genome size by combining the various lineages is also very revealing with regard to identifying natural genomic proclivities. [@evw039-B61], [@evw039-B24] have proposed using the core genome as a test of whether individual strains should be grouped within the same species; they showed that even a single *Streptococcus mitis* strain's genome added to the *S. pneumoniae* supragenome resulted in a precipitous drop in the combined core genome size. Thus, we have proposed a bacterial species definition based on core genome relatedness such that any strain that results in less than a 10% decrease in the size of an established (at or near its asymptote) core genome belongs within that species and conversely those that result in a greater than 10% decrease belong in a different species ([@evw039-B51]). Although many of the pathogenic enterobacteriaceae species such as *Escherichia coli* have very large supragenomes ([@evw039-B1]), comparison across clades shows little variability among core genomes. In contrast, the addition of just a single member of the *M. catarrhalis* divergent strain group to the combined SS/SR core genome results in decrease in size of greater than 11%. Collectively, these data are supportive of the current taxonomy in which the SR and SS lineages form a single *M. catarrhalis* species, but suggest that the four divergent strains may be considered a distinct genospecies.

The finding that the *M. macacae* is approximately equidistantly related to the two (SR and SS) *M. catarrhalis* lineages is suggestive that neither of the lineages are directly ancestral to the other. However, the independent evolution of the SS and SR lineages raises two questions: When did the split occur that resulted in their isolation, and when were they reunited? Based on their possession of nearly identical core genomes and the amount of horizontal gene flow between the two lineages, they are clearly still a single species by any criteria; however, the low-resolution BEAST analysis we performed suggested a split at ∼265,000 BP. It is interesting to speculate that one of the lineages may have evolved independently in the Neanderthal population which diverged from the ancestors of modern humans ∼ 370 Ma ([@evw039-B52]) and was then subsequently reintroduced into anatomically modern humans, where the other lineage evolved, during the short period of geographic and social overlap of these distinct people ([@evw039-B30]) in Europe approximately 30--45,000 years before the present following the latter's migration out of Africa. Although the estimated separation dates are somewhat different, they are still supportive of the general hypothesis of short-term independent lineage evolution as it is very difficult to perfectly synchronize evolutionary clock rates across species particularly those as divergent as microbe and man. However, these data could also support other early human population splits and reunions.

Summary
=======

The analyses presented herein support the hypothesis that the *M. catarrhalis* species consists of two distinct lineages, the SR and the SS, with separate evolutionary histories and small, but distinct, lineage-specific core genomes; however, it is also clear that the two clades have been reunited and now share a single environmental niche and regularly exchange DNA via HGT. Thus, the questions of how and when the lineages diverged and then at some later point reconverged need to be further addressed. It is also clear that the divergent strains form a distinct genospecies separate from *M. catarrhalis.*
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[^7]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---Similarity = the number of gene clusters shared between strain pairs; difference = the number of gene clusters not shared between strain pairs; comparisons = the difference of the similiarity and difference score; PairUnique = the number of gene clusters shared only by a single pair of strains; SR = seroresistant lineage; SS = serosenstive lineage; Div = divergent strains; all numbers refer to the number of gene clusters.

[^8]: N[ote]{.smallcaps}.---BBH18 genes refer to SR core genes that were annotated in the SR strain BBH18 \[13\]. This genome was chosen as it has been closed. Unannotated BBH18 genes refer to SR core genes that were annotated in one of the other SR strains, but not in BBH18; however, all SR strains including BBH18 were determined by FASTA alignment \[16,44\] to contain these genes.
